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WFS REDUCES NON-BIODEGRADABLE PLASTIC IN
LANDFILLS BY THE EQUIVALENT OF 68 MILLION
BOTTLES IN ONE YEAR
Worldwide Flight Services
(WFS) has reduced the amount
of plastic languishing in a
landfill by the equivalent of 68
million plastic water bottles in
just 12 months after converting
to using BioNatur Plastic™
biodegradable stretch wrap for
cargo shipments as part of its
sustainability programme.
Regular plastic can take 1,000 years
to biodegrade in a landfill. BioNatur
Plastic™ biodegradable plastics will
biodegrade under landfill conditions
in only 5 to 10 years (most recent
testing shows LDPE stretch wrap
22.8% biodegraded in 387 days). In
WFS’ case, in the past year, it has
reduced the amount of standard nonbiodegradable plastic going to landfill
by 616,885kg.
“WFS was excited
to partner with M&G
Packaging and be the
first major consumer of
these biodegradable
plastics,” said
Stephanie Peacock,
Worldwide Flight Services’ Director of
Sourcing & Supply in North America.
“With the state of the plastic recycling
market over the last few years, we were
desperately looking for a sustainable
alternative to sending tons of plastic to
a landfill. We are greatly encouraged
by the results we have seen in just
12 months and to have found a truly
biodegradable option that performs so
well.”

WFS converted the majority of the
plastic used in its North America
cargo handling business over to the
BioNatur Plastics™ line of sustainable
products launched by M&G Packaging.
BioNatur Plastic™ is a growing line
of biodegradable plastic products
manufactured with a 1% load of an
organic, food-safe proprietary additive
that allows anaerobic bacteria to digest
the plastic in a landfill. Outside of a
landfill the plastic has an indefinite shelf
life and performs exactly like traditional
plastic products.

to be supporting WFS’ sustainability
goals and appreciate its leadership and
commitment on this initiative to reduce
the long-term environmental impact
of plastic waste. M&G Packaging has
always been a leader in developing
sustainable products for the cargo
industry and will continue to be a
pioneer for such a worthy cause.”
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Charles Rick, President of M&G
Packaging, commented: “We’re proud
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About Worldwide Flight Services
Founded in 1993 and headquartered in Paris, WFS (www.wfs.aero) is the world’s largest air cargo handler and one of the
leading providers of ground handling and technical services with annual revenues of over EUR1.3 billion. Its 22,300 employees
serve more than 270 airlines at 175 major airports in 22 countries on five continents.

About M&G Packaging
With facilities all over the world, M&G Packaging has been serving the air freight community for over 60 years with a complete
line of packaging, shipping and TSA screening supplies. Our customers include the majority of airlines, freight forwarders and
couriers in the US and abroad. M&G Packaging is a leader in sustainable packaging. We are actively engaged in expanding
our diverse product lines with the latest biodegradable and eco-friendly products.

